
 

MAURE DE BRETAGNE - 05 May 

Race 1 

1. EL AZIZIA - Modest recent form figures and happy to oppose.  

2. COKI DE GRATTIERES - Shaped with promise this season and now is third up so should be primed. Each way 

claims racing barefoot.  

3. EASY KISS - Well over 1000 days since a last victory and is unlikely to change that here.  

4. DAVANTI SCORZA - Recent form figures make little appeal. Happy to take on.  

5. ELEE DE TEDD - Game nose winner on reappearance. Failed to build upon that when down the field second up but 

remains hard to rule out.  

6. EGEE QUESNOT - Placed on two of three runs for this driver but needs to re-find form she was in earlier this campaign 

if she is to factor.  

7. ELIOT DE MELODIE - 1L second at a country track ten days ago. Drops in grade and has a big chance. Keep safe. 

8. EMIR SPEEDHYCAT - DQ on first two starts this campaign. Happy to oppose following that.  

9. DREAM DE SAINT SO - Ended last campaign with back to back DQ. Happy to oppose unless market moves 

positively.  

10. ERBAJO - 4L fourth at Laval last week. That was a good effort and can improve again. Each way player.  

11. ELZA TRELI - Inconsistent mare. Placing at Laval two starts back reads as good form and a threat to all if at that 

level again.  

12. DANIKA DES CAVES - Struggled so far this campaign and happy to oppose here.  

13. COQUIN DE CESSEVIL - Far from disgraced second up when fifth at Laval and should now be primed. Place 

chance running barefoot.  

14. COCO DU NIEL - Thriving at present and has won both starts since resuming this campaign. Contender. 

15. DESIR DU JUILLE - Mid-field finishes recently and similar performance is expected. 

16. DOSSIMO - Been running in much better races than this of late. Gets a big grade drop and can do better as a result. 

Worth a second look. 

Summary 

COCO DU NIEL (14) won three of the past four starts and is clearly thriving at present. Could not be in any better form 

and is the one to beat. ELIOT DE MELODIE (7) is progressing in recent outings. Placed among good company ten days 

ago and holds a chance following that. COKI DE GRATTIERES (2) shaped with significant promise recently. Now is 

third up could be primed and is an each way player. ELZA TRELI (11) looks a threat to all based on best form. 

Selections 

COCO DU NIEL (14) - ELIOT DE MELODIE (7) - COKI DE GRATTIERES (2) - ELZA TRELI (11)  



 

Race 2 

1. GUILLERMO - Placing three runs ago but generally been struggling this campaign. Needs more.  

2. GADCHA DE BESS - Placing two starts back reads well but disappointed subsequently. Worth another chance 

however. Races barefoot. 

3. FLAVY - Long-standing maiden and unlikely to factor here.  

4. FLAMENCO PHEDO - Won four starts ago and has run well since. Drops back to preferred level now and looks a 

genuine threat to all.  

5. FALKO WIND - DQ on three of four starts this campaign. Happy to oppose following that.  

6. FONTOU DE PAYRE - Promising reappearance but regressed second up. Needs more.  

7. FICIMER - Running consistently well in defeat this campaign. Needs more for win purposes but a place is possible. 

8. GOUTIER CELESTE - DQ on four of last six starts and is hard to trust following that. 

9. EVERTON - Won three starts ago but struggled since. Needs to be at best. 

10. GAZELLE D'ISI - Recent form figures make little appeal. Happy to oppose.  

11. EASY BUSINESS - Won on reappearance but regressed from that level when down the field six weeks ago. Upped 

in grade and this demands more.  

12. EMPEREUR DE FAEL - 4L fifth at Chartres was a slightly better effort than on recent starts. Holds claims if able to 

build upon that. 

13. GRIZZLY BEAR - 2L winner at Pontchateau a fortnight ago. Impressed that day and can improve further. Big 

chance.  

14. FANFAN DU LUPIN - Form figures make little appeal and is easily opposed.  

15. FULTON - Disappointed so far this campaign but at a much higher level than this. Will find this much more suitable 

and holds a great record with this driver. Keep safe.  

16. FIGHTER KISS - Won four of last five starts and could not be in any better form including when a 0.5L winner at 

Argentan last month. Leading contender. 

17. EFARO - 2L winner at Graignes seventeen days ago. That form reads well and is easy to fancy. 

Summary 

FIGHTER KISS (16) is thriving having found success in four of the past five starts. Hard to oppose in current form. 

GRIZZLY BEAR (13) impressed when a 2L winner at Pontchateau a fortnight ago. Can go back to back. Include. 

FLAMENCO PHEDO (4) won and placed in this grade earlier in the campaign before being tried at a higher level. Each 

way back in this company. FULTON (15) disappointed in previous attempts this season but now is third up so could be 

primed. 

Selections 

FIGHTER KISS (16) - GRIZZLY BEAR (13) - FLAMENCO PHEDO (4) - FULTON (15)  



 

Race 3 

1. HIDALGO HERBLINAIE - DQ on four of last five starts and hard to fancy he will even find the finish. 

2. HOCKFELER DU MESLE - Uninspiring form figures and happy to oppose at present.  

3. HARMONIA GEDE - Has won and placed in two starts for this driver. Not in best of form at present but could easily 

bounce back.  

4. HARRY DE MIENNAIS - Has generally been running well this campaign. Won three starts ago and placed next time. 

Can give another bold showing.  

5. HUMOUR WILLIAMS - Resumes here. Has run well fresh in the past so do not entirely rule out.  

6. HAUTAIN - 1L winner at Chartres seventeen days ago. Upped in grade but can go close once more.  

7. HARISON DU PLESSIS - Thriving at present and has won three of last four starts. Held rivals for a 1L success in 

this grade at Vincennes. Contender. 

8. HIPPOCRATE - Struggled on only start last campaign but has some very strong back form. Worth a market check 

on return.  

9. HERVE DU DERBY - 5.75L victory at Le Mans reads as very strong form. Concern however that he has been off for 

eleven months since. Threat to all if primed.  

10. HUMBLE STANCE - Inconsistent type. Resumes here but can run well fresh so not entirely discounted. 

Summary 

HARISON DU PLESSIS (7) won three of past four starts and is clearly thriving at present. Found success in this grade 

at Vincennes and is expected to be hard to beat. HAUTAIN (6) gamely held rivals for a 1L success at Chartres. Still 

improving and deserves chance in a higher level. Keep safe. HERVE DU DERBY (9) rates highly delivering an 

impressive victory when last seen. Absent for almost a year since but is a threat to all if primed. HARRY DE MIENNAIS 

(4) is consistent. Consider each way. 

Selections 

HARISON DU PLESSIS (7) - HAUTAIN (6) - HERVE DU DERBY (9) - HARRY DE MIENNAIS (4)  



 

Race 4 

1. GLORHEA D'HAMELINE - Failed to finish on last three starts and happy to oppose following that.  

2. GALGA D'ESCRIT - Ended last campaign in flying form. Recent efforts have not been at the same level however but 

now is third up so should be primed. Shortlisted racing barefoot. 

3. GLAMOIRE - 1.75L fourth at Ecommoy was a lot better effort. Holds claims if able to build upon that.  

4. GALILEA CELO - 1.25L winner on reappearance at Vire. Failed to build on that since but worth another try. 

5. GAVARNIE - Resumes having been absent since November. May need this run.  

6. GRAHIKA - Form figures of late are only modest. Happy to take on.  

7. GIRL DE L'ETOILE - Running consistently in defeat without troubling the judge. Rates highly however and is hard to 

rule out. 

8. GRACE RENAUDINE - 2.75L fourth at Cordemais second up. Should improve again and will now be primed. Holds 

claims running barefoot. 

9. GAELINE SERVINOISE - 1L second at Chatelaillon La Rochelle two starts back reads as good form. Threat to all if 

repeating.  

10. GALLICA DU VINOIS - Disappointing runs either side of a good placed effort at Ecommoy. Needs personal best.  

11. GRAINE D'URZY - 23 race maiden but has placed on eight of those starts. Clearly has ability including when a 4L 

runner up two weeks ago. Worth a second look. 

12. GAIA D'URZY - Placed on reappearance. Failed to build upon that in two subsequent runs but worth one more 

chance.  

13. GAZETTA DE LOU - Honest mare that won a better grade event at Le Mans three weeks ago. Goes particularly 

well for this driver. Contender. 

14. GLORY MESLOISE - DQ ten days ago but had excuses. Won two of three starts prior to that. Threat to all if bouncing 

back.  

15. GERMAINE DE CORDAY - Modest recent form figures and happy to oppose. 

Summary 

GAZETTA DE LOU (13) holds strong form claims after a win at Le Mans. Leading contender to follow up. GLORY 

MESLOISE (14) can be excused a DQ in latest as thriving previously. Big chance. GRAINE D'URZY (11) placed eight 

times but is without a win. Clearly has the ability to break through if things fall right. Each way chance. GALGA D'ESCRIT 

(2) races third up and will now be primed. Potential threat to all. 

Selections 

GAZETTA DE LOU (13) - GLORY MESLOISE (14) - GRAINE D'URZY (11) - GALGA D'ESCRIT (2)  



 

Race 5 

1. I AM DES MOTTES - DQ all three starts so far. Easily opposed.  

2. ILLUSTRE GALA - Yet to show much and happy to take on.  

3. INCANTATOR - Uninspiring form figures and likely out of his depth once more.  

4. IGLOO FLEURI - Well beaten on debut but should improve and this is easier. Place claims.  

5. IMAGINE ROBSONS - 0.5L second on just second career start. This looks a stronger race but can progress. 

6. INFANT D'AUTHISE - Has placed twice from four starts so far. Clearly has ability and remains unexposed. Each way 

chance.  

7. IERMES DE GUEZ - Powered away for a 10L success on debut at a country venue ten days ago. Open to further 

improvement. Expect another bold showing.  

8. IN LOVE MESLOIS - Runner up on both starts so far. Can progress further and should now be primed. Shortlisted. 

9. INIMITABLE - Running well in defeat this campaign. Can use experience to good effect and holds each way claims.  

10. IDOCTRO DE HOUELLE - Won three starts ago and placed last time at Toulouse. In great form at present and 

expected to show up well once more. 

Summary 

IERMES DE GUEZ (7) looks a high class prospect having shot clear for a wide margin success on debut. Likely to be 

hard to beat again. IN LOVE MESLOIS (8) finished second on both outings and clearly has ability. Sure to win races 

imminently. Keep safe. IDOCTRO DE HOUELLE (10) arrives in great form and can give another bold showing. INFANT 

D'AUTHISE (6) holds each way claims. 

Selections 

IERMES DE GUEZ (7) - IN LOVE MESLOIS (8) - IDOCTRO DE HOUELLE (10) - INFANT D'AUTHISE (6)  



 

Race 6 

1. GANOVO - Won and placed from two starts so far this campaign. Clearly in great form and expected to show up well 

once more. 

2. GOLIATH DE LAIR - Placed on first two starts this campaign before a DQ. Threat to all if able to find the finish.  

3. GENEPI ARCTIC - DQ on reappearance at Laval in March. Happy to oppose following that.  

4. GEORGES DU HOUR - Progressed steadily this campaign. Place chance now running barefoot. 

5. GRAND PALAIS - Maiden after 33 starts. Running with credit in defeat but a place is likely best.  

6. GE DU MANOIR - Finished mid-field first up. Should build upon that and has a great record here. Goes well for this 

driver. In the mix. 

7. GARDEN OF MEMORY - Game 1.25L winner at Auch two starts back but DQ since. This is tougher again and needs 

more. 

8. GARGANTUA - Resumes following a five month absence. Has placed first up in the past so can go well fresh. Check 

market.  

9. GIPSY SOUVERAIN - 2.75L second at a country track ten days ago. That boosted already good place record but 

remains a maiden. Solid each way pick.  

10. GREGORIO - Only victorious on one of thirty-four starts and unlikely to change that here.  

11. GRAFFITI DU BOURG - Great record with this driver and showed ability at Graignes when runner up last month. 

Now third up so can be primed. Holds claims. 

12. GRAPHISTE DREAM - Shaped well on reappearance. Should only improve upon that so keep safe.  

13. GREZ - Won last four starts and is thriving at present. This is no tougher than when going clear at Saint Malo. 

Leading contender without shoes. 

14. GASTON DU ROC - Running consistently well without troubling the judge. Place chance if at best. 

Summary 

GREZ (13) has won last four starts and is clearly thriving at present. This is no tougher so will prove hard to beat once 

more. GANOVO (1) is in good form this campaign with a win and placing from two starts. Resumed in great form and 

should give another bold showing. GRAFFITI DU BOURG (11) shaped well when second at Graignes. Looks a threat 

to all. GE DU MANOIR (6) showed up well on reappearance. Likely to improve and goes well for this driver. Big each 

way chance. 

Selections 

GREZ (13) - GANOVO (1) - GRAFFITI DU BOURG (11) - GE DU MANOIR (6)  



 

Race 7 

1. FATAL GWEN - 5L fourth at Paray-Le-Monial eighteen days ago. This is tougher but has form in this grade. Do not 

rule out running barefoot. 

2. ETERNITY DE NILREM - Well beaten on reappearance. Has a good record fresh so that run is concerning. Must 

improve sharply. 

3. ECHO DU MOUCHEL - Ended last campaign badly out of form. Market check advised on reappearance.  

4. EPI DES LANDES - Placed two starts ago but DQ since. Upped in grade now and needs more.  

5. FILOU DE LA ROUVRE - Disappointed on recent outings. Unlikely to factor following that.  

6. FALBALA D'EM - Placed on last three starts. Those runs have only been at a modest level however so must improve 

again.  

7. FLEUR DE VANILLE - Likeable mare that drops in grade for this. Conditions to suit and holds each way claims. 

8. EPSOM GIRL - Good 5.25L second at Caen twelve days back. Remains a maiden after 65 runs but clearly has ability. 

Each way hope.  

9. ERMANO BELLO - Great record with this driver and there was promise in reappearance when a 3.25L sixth at 

Machecoul. 

10. EL NINIO HAUFOR - Not won for some time but running consistently in defeat. Goes barefoot and holds place 

claims.  

11. FAIRPLAY FOREVER - Modest recent outings and happy to oppose following that.  

12. ECU DE MIELOUI - Run well in three starts this campaign. Open to further progression and holds each way claims 

racing barefoot. 

13. EPSON D'ARIANE - Placed twice from last three starts. A long time since last victory but has a good driver booked. 

Holds claims. 

14. FOLLOW DREAM - Admirable winning record but recent form figures make little appeal. Needs to bounce back. 

15. FORUM DE TILLARD - Running consistently this campaign without troubling the judge. Needs more.  

16. ETAT CIVIL - Back to back DQ of late. That is not ideal for all he would have the back class to factor.  

17. EPICURE - Best run for some time when a 1.75L fifth at Rambouillet. This is tougher so needs more again. Hard to 

entirely rule out.  

Summary 

An open contest in which the market may prove telling. ERMANO BELLO (9) shaped favourably on reappearance and 

is likely to improve. Great record with this driver and expected to be involved. EPSON D'ARIANE (13) placed twice from 

the past three starts. Clearly going well and can give another bold showing. FLEUR DE VANILLE (7) drops in grade. 

Holds each way claims. ECU DE MIELOUI (12) is enjoying this campaign. Will relish this test and each way backers are 

advised to look closely. 

Selections 

ERMANO BELLO (9) - EPSON D'ARIANE (13) - FLEUR DE VANILLE (7) - ECU DE MIELOUI (12)  



 

Race 8 

1. BOY DE REBOMARD - DQ the last twice but strung together sequence of placed finishes before. Potential threat to 

all if finding the finish.  

2. DIEGO VERNOIS - Is a perfect one from one for this driver but has struggled this campaign. Must improve sharply.  

3. DENVER DE VANDEL - Ended last campaign badly out of form. Happy to oppose unless market is positive.  

4. EROS DU FERRON - Running well without troubling the judge. Good record for this driver and can fill a place. 

5. CALYPSO D'ARGENTRE - 3.75L fifth on reappearance was promising. This is tougher but should progress. Place 

chance without shoes. 

6. DOUGLAS KERYVON - Placed on reappearance but struggled second up. This race looks a lot stronger and likely 

to prove best watched.  

7. DEAR MONEY - Uninspiring recent form figures and happy to oppose.  

8. CAID DE LAPRELLE - Honest gelding but not been at best so far this campaign. Needs to progress.  

9. ESPOIR D'ELPHIGNY - Placed four starts ago but gone backwards since. Needs more.  

10. CABERNET - Over 800 days since a last victory and unlikely to change that here.  

11. EAGLE MESLOIS - Won three starts ago and has ran well since. Perfect one from one at this track so easy to fancy.  

12. ENZO RIVER - Won and placed already from three starts this campaign. Clearly in great form and can give another 

bold showing.  

13. CLOVIS MONTAVAL - 5.75L fifth on reappearance was a promising effort at La Capelle. Holds claims if building 

upon that racing barefoot. 

14. COPSI - Great winning record and won three of last five starts. This looks an easier contest. Leading contender. 

15. DAME DENFERT - Stayed on well for a nose victory at La Capelle last month. That form reads well. Shortlisted. 

Summary 

COPSI (14) holds a great winning record. Racing well of late and this looks easier. Will take beating. ENZO RIVER (12) 

won and placed the past two starts. Clearly in great heart and may go close once more. DAME DENFERT (15) 

impressed when staying on for a nose success at La Capelle. Surprised the market that day but is capable of delivering 

a back to back result now. EAGLE MESLOIS (11) is in good form. Could enjoy running at this track and maintains each 

way claims. 

Selections 

COPSI (14) - ENZO RIVER (12) - DAME DENFERT (15) - EAGLE MESLOIS (11) 

 


